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Abstract 

In this paper, we prenent a method lo obtain the 3D sfinpc 
of on unJolded curved b o k  surficc Jmrn an image tolien b y  
on image-scanner. The estimated shape can Be used jar !he 
reatomiton 01 !he distorted book i n a y e .  This problem i s  a 
practical oppIicoiion oJ ihe shape Jmm shadlng theory. Mre 
confimeri fbat the esiimaied shape mostly nlotches !lie reat 
shape and t h ~  image mstotoiion jairly irnpmue~ !he readabil- 
ity oJ the book. 

1 Introduction 

Shape from shading 111 is the problem to  reconstruct the 3D 
shape of an object surface from photometric information, 
which is one of the fundamental theories in Computer Yi- 
sion. When the object surface is Lambertian, this problcm 
can aimply be Iormalized by the IolIowing cquakion: 

where I denotes the irnage intensity, p the albedo of the 
object surface, I. the illuminant intensity and 8 the angle 
between the surface normal and lthc illurninant direction. 

The problem lo reconstruct the 3D shape from the image 
intensity can be decomposed into two suhprobl~rns: 

Photometric problem: obtain the angle B from I 

Geometric problcm: determine the surface normal 
lrom 0 

Most  of the caw#, p and I, are not given a priori. Then 
the photometric subproblem includes the estimation of the 
lighting geometry and the albedo function, unless adopting 
the  strong assumptions of uniform illurninant and uniform 
alhedo. These estimation problems are underconstrainted 
and can not be aolved for general surfaces and conditions. 

As lor the gmrnetric subproblem, to determine the surlace 
normal from the  angle 8 ,  some constraints are also neces- 
sary. Photometric stereo 121 is a method to add constraints, 
and the shape constraints auch as smoothness 131, poiyhe- 
dsal surface 141 [5] and cylindrical surface 161 can he used lor 
this problem. 

As descr ibd above, the focal paint of the shape from 
shading is to find valid constraints which Ell  u p  the incom- 
pletenena of the general problem. This is equivalent t o  find 
a specific problem which can be solved based on tile shape 
from shading theory. 

tn thin paper, we try to solve the problem to  estimate the 
3D shape or an unfolded book surface from an image Laken 
by an imrtple-scanner. 

The imagescanner takes a sequence of I-dimensional im- 
ages by a movable linear CCD sensor. and combines them 
to a 2-dimensional image. The object surface is illuminated 

by a linear light source. We assume that the center line sep- 
arating book pages i a  located parallel to the  CCD sensor. 

The constraints which are valid for this problem are: 

I Rook shape is cyIindrical. 
This means that the surface normal can be directly de- 
termined from 0. 

Albedo function i s  binary (blacklwhite). 
Under this constraint, the image inten~ity I a t  the con- 
stant albedo region can be extracted by finding the 
brightest pixels in each scan line. The constant albedo 
region means the white backgroltnd of the  book surface. 

These constraints simplify this problem. R u t  these are not 
enough to solve it, because the illurninant intensity I, is not 
derived from these constraints. 

Then we assume: 

a Lighting geometry is given. 
By thia assumplion, the illuminant intensity I. on  he 
object surface can be obtained a priori. Nut the illumi- 
nant intensity of the image-scanner varies with the gap 
d hetween tllr? scanning plane and Ille object surface. 
Wc wiIl denote it by function I , ( d ) .  

While the knowledge ahout the lighting geometry sim- 
plifiea the problem, the variable illurninant intensity I a ( d )  
introduces a new complication. That is, if the gap d is ob- 
tained, 8 can be calcuIatetl by pquation 1 and the surface 
normal can be obtained. n u t  the gap d essentially should 
be computed from the atdace normal vectors. 

IQ this paper, we will describe three types of methods to  
estimate B and d, and discuss their properti-. 
Irnagea oi unfolded book suslaces taken hy a scanner in- 

clude photometric and geometric distortions because of the 
gap between the flat scanning plane and the book surface. 
When we reconstruct the 3D shape of the book surface, 
these distortions can be r~stored baaed on the reconstructed 
shape. 

In section 2, some definitions are given, and a reconstruc- 
tion method is described in section 5. Some experimental 
result are shown in section 4. Section 5 is the conclusion. 

2 Image-Scanner and Book Surface 

In this section, we inv~stigatc properties of Ihc image- 
acanner and the book surface. 

The apparatus we use to take images is an image-scanner. 
This scanner has a flat scanning plane, a linear Itght source 
L, a linear mirror Ad, a lens C and a linear CCD aenaor D 
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Figure 1: Stmcture of the image- canner. 

as shown in Figure 1. The linear Bensor D, mirror M and 
the light source I, are aIigned to be parallel to each other. 

Here we introduce the orthogonal coordinate system as 
shown in Figure 1: the y-axis parallel to the scanning direc- 
tion. the x-axis parallel to the linear sensor, and the z-axis 
orthogonal to the scanning plane. The z-axis and y-axis are 
included in the scanning plane. 

The mirror M guides the reflected light to the sensor D. 
Tbc crossing line between the x-y plane and the vertical 
plane V is called a scanning line S. Thc light source L and 
the mirror h.i move under the x-y plane, the lens C and the 
sensor D follow keeping the constant distance. 

The aensor C taka a I-dimensional image I(x) lor each 
scanning line. The 2-dimensional i rna~e I(x, y) is ob- 
tained by combining the sequence of I(r)s. While each 1- 
dimensional image is obtained by the central, projection, the 
projection along the scanning direction is equivalent to the 
arthogonal projection. 

The light source L is not located on the vertical plane V, 
and the radiance is not uniformly distributed. Then, the 
illurninant intensity on the object surface I . (d )  varies with 
the distance d ( y )  between the object and the scanning plane. 

I L, 
Figure 2: Geometry of the book surface. 

following condition8 hold in the region y 2 yo: 

. . 
where tb represents the light source direction aa shown in 
Figure 2. 

The gap d(y) can be represented as: 

3 Shape Reconstruction 

From equations 1 and 3, we have: 

where I&) and p, represent the intensity and the albedo 
at the white background respectively, and can be calculated 
by: 

The digital version of equation 4 is: 

where yo > y~ > - a , >  yi. 
There are 3 types of methods to calculate 8, based on 

equation 6: 

method 1 Assuming that tan($ - B(y,)) can be neglected, 
we can calculate 8(y,) sequentially by the following 
equation: 

2.2 Baok Surface 

Here we assume that the unfoldcd book surface is located 
on the scanning plane so that the center line separating book 
pages is just above the z-axis as shown in Figure 2. 

While tracking along the y-axis, the book surface touches 
the scanning plane at yo as shown in Figure 2. Then the 

method 2 Mom precisely, we can calculate B ( y i )  sequen- 
tially by minimizing the function G(8(yi)) defined by: 



Figure 3: Obserwd intensity and generated intensity. 

method 3 The most preciae method is to And the sequence 
of 6s simultaneausly which minimize the functional H: 

The method 1 and 2 can be realized by an incremental cal- 
culation. Jn  lbese methods, the calcuiation at y, depends 
the preceding results a t  yo, yl,. - - , y;-1, and the numerical 
error grows up while proceeding the calculation. Especially, 
method 1 can not be applied when the argument or the cw-E 
exceeds [-I, 11. As for the method 3, we can use a multi- 
dimensional non-linear optimization algorithm. To use it, 
however the initial estimate of B(y,) must be given and the 
a l~or i thm i s  computationally expensive lor big data. 

Considering theae characteristics of the three methods, we 
designed lthe following procedure to reconstrttct the 3D book 
shape: 

I. CaIculate the image intensity I&) and the  albedo p ,  
a t  the constant albedo region by equalion 5. 

2. Firat, cdculate each B(yi) incrementally by method 2, 
then correct such part of 8s by method 3 where the 
error C(B) becomes large. Estimated 0s by method 2 
are wed .w the initial estimate for rnetliod 3. 

4 Experiments 

For experiments, we preparean object with a known cylin- 
drical surface and print an undistorted book image on its 
uusface. The object is located on the image-scanner so that 
the axis of the cylindrical surface be aligned to the x-axis. 
The image-scanner is placed in a dark box t o  shut  out the 
external light. 

Figure 3 represents the intenaity I,(y) of the  white back- 
ground (0 5 y < y,,.). The bold line denotes the observed 
intensity and the thin line the intensity generated by equa- 
tion 6 u ~ i n g  the real 3D shape. In this figure, the observed 
intensity pattern mostly matches the generated one. But 
the error grows up near around y = 0. 

In the narrow region yo - Ay < y < yo, the generated 
inten~ity dightIy exceeds the intensity at y > yo. This prop- 
erty oithe image intensity pattern is sometimes undetectable 

I - estimatede bv method LA' : ' 
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Figure 4: Estimated 8(y) and r e d  8(y). 
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Figure 5: Estimated shape and real shape. 

when the gradient of the object surface is too arnall a t  yo as 
in this example. If this property can not be detected from 
the observed intensity pattern, we would obtain 6's which 
are greater than $ a t  y < by method 2. Such Bs Iead 
t o  a nonexisting shape with negative gap ( d ( y )  < 0). To 
avoid this problem, we used the following made1 matching 
procedure: 

First, wecalculate average intenaity fw in the constant in- 
tensity region &, y,.,], where the following equation holds 
in the interval for a small constant c: 

Find a point yo* satisfying the lollowing equation for asmall  
constant hl: 

Iw(ysA) = Iw - A I. ( 1 1 )  

We assume the foIlowing model of 8 in the interval 
[ ~ o a , ~ m u l :  , 

and determine a and yo which minimize the error function 
G. This assumption means that  the book shape around go 
is the circular cylinder. In the interval 10, yon], 8(y1) can be 
calculated by method 2 and method 3. 

The 0s estimated from the observed intensity i s  illustraEed 
in Figure 4. The bold line denotes the estimated rcsult and 
the thin line the  real Bs. When the surface normal is close 
to the lighting direction, that is, the parameter 19 is almost 
zero, the error of the estimation by method 2 becomes con- 
siderably large. Such errors are corrected by method 3. This 
poor estimation may be caused by: 

the error of the  model matching around yo. 
* the error function G becomes rather Rat around B = 0. 
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Figure 7: Restored image. 

Figure 5 represents the estimated shape of the book sur- an imagescanner. This problem is considered as a practical 
face. The bold line denotes the estimatecl shape and the thin application of the shape fmm &ding  thmry. The c&u- 
line thereal shapc. The estimated shape almost matches the lat& 3D shape be utilized for image reatoration. The 
real shape. But the  estimated shape becomes deeper than proposed method is promising wtiile leaving some uneolved 
the r e d  one while decreasing p. This is because theohserverl problems, Futuw works for the improvemcnl of the shape 
intensity is darker than the generated one near around y = 0 estimation include: 
aa shown in Fimre 3. 

Figure 6 and 7 show the image taken by the scanner and 
itn rrstored version respectively. The geometric and photcs- 
metric distortions were recovered by following methods: 

I geometric distortion along the y-axis caused by t be gra- 
dient of the book surface. 
The shrinking ratio along the y-axis ia cos(6 - B(y,)). 
tlence, the geometric restoration can be done by 
stretching a pixel to I/ c o s ( ~  - 0(y,))  pixels. 

a geometric distortion along the z-axis caused by the  cen- 
tral projection. 
A 3 0  point (so, y;,d(y,)) is projected on lo the point 
( x d ( x o ,  y,), yi) in the r-y plane by the central projection. 
The iunction zd ia deEncd by the following equation: 

m Suitable optical model for this problem. 

Estimation of the point yo. 

Intensity model matching around yo. 

* Stable estimation of #(y) around B = 0. 
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